Miniature lenses with tunable focus are essential components for many modern applications involving compact optical systems. While several tunable lenses have been reported with various tuning mechanisms, they often still face challenges in power consumption, tuning speed, fabrication cost, or production scalability. In this work, we have adapted the mechanism of an Alvarez lens -a varifocal composite lens in which lateral shifts of two optical elements with cubic phase surfaces give rise to a change in optical power -to construct a miniature, MEMS-actuated metasurface Alvarez lens. The implementation based on electrostatic microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) generates fast and controllable actuation with low power consumption. The utilization of metasurfaces, ultrathin and subwavelength-patterned diffractive optics, as the optical elements greatly reduces the device volume compared to systems using conventional freeform lenses. The entire MEMS Alvarez metalens is fully compatible with modern semiconductor fabrication technologies, granting it the potential to be mass-produced at a low unit cost. In the reported prototype to operate at 1550 nm wavelength, a total uniaxial displacement of 6.3 µm is achieved in the Alvarez metalens with direct-current (DC) voltage application up to 20 V, modulating the focal position within a total tuning range of 68 µm, producing more than an order of magnitude change in focal length and 1460 diopters change in optical power. The MEMS Alvarez metalens has a robust design that can potentially generate a much larger tuning range without substantially increasing device volume or energy consumption, making it desirable for a wide range of imaging and display applications.
Introduction:
Miniature focus-tunable optical elements are crucial for various applications, where the size and weight of the optics are highly constrained. For example, optical components used in mobile applications, entertainment, robotics, surveillance, aerospace, and biomedical systems often need to be tunable within a large focal length range while maintaining reliability and cost-effectiveness [1, 2] . Conventional tunable imaging systems often have either bulky optical elements that are challenging to mass-produce, such as liquid tunable lenses [3] , or tuning mechanisms that require a large volume for actuation of elements, such as physically translating the lens along the optical axis [4] . A miniaturized optical element together with an efficient tuning mechanism is essential for designing a compact tunable lens system.
Metasurface optics is a novel replacement for bulky freeform optical elements with greatly reduced volume and high compatibility with modern microfabrication processes. These elements are two-dimensional, quasi-periodic arrays of sub-wavelength scatterers arranged to arbitrarily control the phase, amplitude, and polarization of electromagnetic waves by imparting an abrupt, spatially varying phase profile on the incident light [5] . With metasurfaces, complex and bulky geometric lens curvatures can be converted into a discretized spatial phase profile on a flat, wavelength-scale thick surface [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The corresponding fabrication process can employ mature semiconductor nanofabrication technologies that are readily scalable for mass production.
There have been multiple works attempting to modulate the optical power of metasurfaces with various mechanisms. Ee et al. designed and fabricated a mechanically reconfigurable metasurface on a stretchable membrane for the visible frequency range, with the deformation induced by four clamps individually mounted on translation stages [11] . The design by She et al. combined metasurface optics with a dielectric elastomer actuator to create an electrically tunable focal length by electrostatically compressing the elastomer in the direction of its thickness leading to a lateral expansion in both the elastomer and the carried metasurface; however, due to the limitations in the elastomer viscoelasticity, charge transfer, and dissipation time in electrodes, the response time of their design is capped at 33 ms [12] . Roy et al. designed a microscale tunable mirror by placing a reflective metasurface lens on top of a 2D electrically actuated scanner platform [13] . The angular rotation of the mirror plate scans the focal position of the metasurface lens by several degrees in a three-dimensional space. The manual assembly required to integrate the individual MEMS mirror and the external MEMS platform inevitably increases the overall fabrication time, rendering the device less desirable for mass production. Arbabi et al. fabricated and demonstrated a tunable metasurface doublet lens realized by vertical MEMS actuation. Their system comprised both converging and diverging metasurface lenses assembled on top of each other, giving a tunable focal distance controlled by the separation electrostatically varied between the two lenses [14] . While this method can provide a change in focal length inversely proportional to the vertical displacement, the fabrication entails an initial separation between lenses to reserve space for the designed actuation, which limits the overall tuning range if a thin device is desired.
Additionally, the parallel plate actuator in their design can only increase the focal length from the initial value by decreasing the optics separation rather than tuning in both directions.
A separate approach for creating a miniature lens system with tunable optical power is based on Alvarez lenses [15] [16] [17] . A typical Alvarez lens contains a pair of optical elements with complementary cubic surface profiles. Optical power modulation is achieved by the relative lateral displacement between the two optical elements in the direction perpendicular to the optical axis.
In this way, the focal length change is inversely proportional to the lateral displacement, and the focal length can be tuned in both directions. Previously some researchers integrated a pair of miniature, freeform optics with cubic surface profiles with a MEMS actuator to electrostatically displace the optical elements laterally for focus tuning within a compact package [18, 19] . In these works, however, the lens elements and the MEMS structure were manufactured separately and then manually assembled, requiring additional time and cost. Moreover, the conventional refractive optics used in these Alvarez systems require complex 3D geometries to produce the desired cubic surfaces for optimal performance and mounting for assembly requirements. This often requires complicated fabrication and at the same time can be a substantial obstacle to further miniaturization.
A possible solution to create a miniature, focus-tunable optical system compatible with largescale microfabrication is to convert the 3D Alvarez optical elements into a pair of 2D metasurface optics with complementary cubic surface profiles, which can be integrated with a micro-scale MEMS-actuated structure to introduce lateral displacement for optical modulation. Metasurface Alvarez lenses have shown great potential for substantial focal length control with small relative lateral shifts. Recent works have demonstrated an Alvarez metalens inducing 2.5 mm focal tuning range in visible wavelengths over a 100 µm actuation range with a 150 µm wide square aperture [1] and another inducing a 6.62 cm focal tuning range in the infrared (IR) spectrum over a 2.75 mm actuation range with a 1 cm wide square aperture [2] . Currently, however, the displacement has been performed using optomechanical stages actuated manually, while a compact and electrically controllable solution has not been demonstrated.
In this work, we present a silicon nitride metasurface-based Alvarez lens actuated by an electrostatic MEMS platform, capable of producing focal length modulation 10 times larger than the actuated displacement. The metasurfaces are fabricated with high-throughput stepper lithography and the entire structure is fully compatible with well-developed semiconductor nanofabrication technologies, providing high reliability, low cost, and the potential for production scalability.
Results:

Design of MEMS-actuated Metasurface Platform
A miniature MEMS electrostatic actuator has been implemented to laterally displace one of the complementary Alvarez metasurface optics relative to the other with high precision and speed.
Since a conventional Alvarez lens requires symmetric actuation of both phase masks, in our configuration, where only one of the Alvarez plate pairs is actuated to enhance robustness in prototype fabrication and operation, a lateral shift of the optical axis, albeit a small one, is also induced during focal length modulation. The actuator design for the moving metasurface is based on conventional linear comb drives [20] and exact constraint folded flexures [21] to introduce the electrostatic driving force and to generate the mechanical restoring force, respectively.
Electrostatic comb drives can induce efficient, controllable displacement at low power; hence, they are often popular candidates for microscale devices designed for sensing and micropositioning. A typical design of a comb drive actuator consists of two comb structures with interdigitated fingers, of which one is fixed while the other is connected to a compliant suspension.
A voltage applied across the two comb structures will lead to a deflection of the movable comb drawn by the electrostatic forces created in the capacitors between the fingers with different potentials. Since the electrostatic forces are created by capacitive interactions without any physical contact between the two combs, there is no DC current flowing in the device, realizing low power actuation. The design of using an array of small fingers instead of one single large parallel plate capacitor significantly increases the area for capacitive interaction and hence the resultant electrostatic force with a given applied voltage. Moreover, the linear comb design allows controlled motion over a larger displacement range compared to the parallel plate capacitor. The substrate and the mobile comb are usually grounded to prevent the development of electrostatic pull-down forces acting on structures in suspension, and only the stationary comb is at a non-zero potential to generate an electrostatic driving force between the combs.
With the assumption that the fringing field effect is negligible, the total capacitance between the interdigitated fingers in each comb drive can be estimated as , (1) where is the number of finger pairs, is the permittivity of the medium between the fingers which have interdigitating length , height ℎ, and separation . With a voltage applied across the comb drive, the corresponding electrostatic force becomes .
(
If the movable comb, carrying the metasurface platform, is connected to some mechanical flexure with a spring constant , then at equilibrium, the lateral displacement of the movable comb is .
Note that the actuated displacement is linearly proportional to the electrostatic force, making a comb drive a better choice for large displacements than parallel plate capacitors. Since the physical dimensions and material properties do not change after fabrication, with proper device calibration, the exact actuated displacement can be predicted by Eq. (3) at any given actuation voltage. Such controllability makes comb-drive actuators very attractive structures for applications involving micropositioning.
For unidirectional actuation, we need a suspension platform, which is compliant along the direction of the desired movement but stiff in orthogonal directions. To enable that, we employ the mechanical structures of the actuators from the exact constraint folded flexure [21] . 
with being Young's modulus of single-crystal silicon, ℎ the device layer thickness (also the spring beam and finger height), the width of spring beams, and the length of individual beams.
For all our actuators, = 500 µm; = 4 µm and ℎ = 5 or 6 μm are the design parameters.
With = 130 GPa in the silicon-100 plane [22] , an actuator will have a lateral stiffness of 0.666 N/m (0.799 N/m) for ℎ of 5 µm (6 µm). The effect of the additional 1:2 lever is difficult to calculate analytically but is expected to slightly increase the value of stiffness. 
MEMS-actuated Metasurface Singlet Lens
Prior to testing the metasurface Alvarez lens, we fabricated a separate structure with a singlet 
Design of Metasurface Alvarez Lens
With the electromechanical performance of the MEMS-actuated platform verified using a singlet metalens, we designed and fabricated the Alvarez lens device integrated with the MEMS platform for the IR spectrum consisting of two separate metasurfaces with an aperture of 200 μm.
When positioned with their surfaces parallel and aligned along the optical axis, the two Alvarez metasurfaces in conjunction form a singlet metalens imparting a quadratic phase profile onto the incident wavefront as shown in Figure 3a . The phase profiles of the regular and inverse metasurfaces of the Alvarez pair have the expressions [2] .
A lateral displacement between the two metasurfaces modulates the optical power of the summed quadratic lens, where the constant denotes the cubic phase strength chosen to produce a desirable focal length tuning for a given aperture size and a designed displacement range. In a typical Alvarez lens, the phase masks are simultaneously translated in opposite directions by a displacement (hence creating a total center-to-center offset of 2 between the phase masks), producing a quadratic lens in summation with the expression ,
Neglecting the constant 3 term, we can relate the summed quadratic phase to that of a spherical singlet lens and express the focal length of the Alvarez lens as a function of the symmetric lateral displacement at a designed operating wavelength λ as .
A zero summed phase corresponding to a flat lens will be produced if the centers of the two Alvarez phase patterns are exactly aligned. For the specific Alvarez lens fabrication and experiments presented in this work, to accommodate data collection over our achievable actuation range with the current actuator designs, an initial offset of = 10 μm has been introduced to the two metasurfaces respectively in opposite directions, hence giving a total of 20 µm initial center-tocenter lateral offset between the Alvarez phase masks as captured in Figure 3a . Hence the actuated displacement ∆ presented in Figure 3c adds to the total center-to-center offset between the two metasurface phase plates, accompanied by a small translational shift of the optical axis during tuning. The 50 µm axial separation gives rise to diffraction in the space between two metasurfaces, leading to distortion and shifting of the focal spot along the optical axis, as illustrated in Figure 3d . Specifically, the separation between two metasurfaces deviates the summed effects of the Alvarez elements from a simple phase addition. Instead of focusing onto a single point as expected by a singlet lens, the light incident on the Alvarez stack creates multiple closely spaced intensity maxima, forming an elongated and aberrated intensity cluster along the optical axis ( Figure 3d ). We denote the focal length as the centroid of the high-intensity clusters and plot the location of the centroid as a function of the displacement in Figure 3c . The simulation reveals close-to-linear tuning of the focal length with sub-micron displacement steps.
MEMS-actuated Metasurface Alvarez Lens
A full metasurface Alvarez lens was fabricated with the process flow described in the Figure 4b was found approximately 200 µm away from the Alvarez lens. We attribute this discrepancy between theory and experimental results on the focal tuning range of the Alvarez lens to the small aperture and the 50 µm axial separation between the metasurfaces. To test the effect of the aperture size, we measured the focus tuning of several Alvarez lenses without MEMS actuation with various aperture sizes. In these lenses, the lateral separation was actuated manually, and we found a higher tolerance to misalignment and hence a better match between the theory and the experiment as the aperture size increased (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). In the experiment of the MEMS-actuated Alvarez metalens, at every applied voltage, the intensity profile along the optical axis was captured over a 100 µm range around the brightest spot with an increment of 1 µm. We processed the captured data to reduce image noise. Baseline references at no illumination and full illumination were taken to remove anomalies due to camera artifacts by comparison and subtraction. Gaussian filters were then applied to smooth out the random noise while minimizing the blurring of the high-intensity region.
With the aid of the camera screenshots capturing the actuator as shown in Figure 4a , the actuated displacement at an applied voltage was determined from the change in the lateral position of the actuated platform relative to its neutral position using edge detection. Figure 4e and 4f plot the actuated displacement of the top metasurface at various applied voltages, and as shown by Eq.
(3), the displacement electrostatically actuated with the comb drives is quadratically dependent on the actuation voltage and hence can be well controlled for 
Discussion:
Although in the work reported here, we have mainly focused on a MEMS-actuated Alvarez metalens with a 200 µm square aperture, Alvarez metalenses with larger apertures have been demonstrated with manual actuation [1, 2] and the Alvarez tuning principle is capable of continuously producing further focal tuning with an increasing lateral displacement between the two optical elements while maintaining high tuning efficiency. With the successful demonstration of the current MEMS Alvarez metalens, a larger lateral actuation can be achieved by reconfiguring the electrostatic MEMS actuator design or adjusting the actuation voltage below snap-in. The focusing behavior is significantly affected by the axial separation between the two Alvarez metasurfaces created during bonding. To mitigate this, a thinner spacer layer is desirable and a larger area of Alvarez metasurfaces can be implemented to increase the aperture size.
While this work has demonstrated a MEMS-actuated metasurface Alvarez lens operating in the IR spectrum, others have reported a metasurface-based Alvarez lens operating for visible wavelength when manually displaced on a fine translation stage [1] . While our current Alvarez metasurfaces are fabricated with silicon nitride nanoposts on a silicon membrane or substrate, the silicon underneath the Alvarez metasurfaces can be replaced with silicon oxide or quartz to create a clear optical path for the visible wavelength operation. Such an approach is possible for our choice of comb drive actuation, unlike the parallel plate actuation [14] , where the silicon was present in the optical path as the electrodes for vertical displacement.
Conclusion:
We have designed, fabricated, and characterized a MEMS-actuated metasurface lens with a tunable focus modulated based on an Alvarez lens design. With voltage application below 20 V, actuated displacement of 6.3 µm has given rise to a focal length modulated over a range of 68 µm, corresponding to more than 10 times scaling between the actuation input and focal tuning output.
The MEMS electrostatic actuation using linear comb drives provides high controllability for its quadratic relation between the actuated displacement and actuation voltage. Replacing bulky freeform optics with flat, wavelength-scale thick metasurfaces together with the MEMS-driven Alvarez structure will allow the ultimate miniaturization of optical devices with tunable focal length, making them more mechanically and thermally robust, with advantages such as fast tuning, compact size, simple packaging, and low energy consumption.
Such MEMS-actuated Alvarez metalenses with a tunable focus in IR or visible frequencies will have great potentials in 3D imaging and depth-sensing applications such as realizing mixed reality displays [24] [25] [26] and ultra-compact endoscopes [19, 27] . Additionally, by using a pair of quartic metasurfaces and computational imaging, the color information can be incorporated in a similar tunable geometry [28] . Their full compatibility with well-established semiconductor microfabrication technologies allows them to be mass-produced with high reproducibility.
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